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Taylor alum nominated
for EPA administrator
BY ASHLEY SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

Photo provided

President George W. Bush nominated TU alum, Stephen Johnson, for the position of EPA administrator at a press
conference March 4. If approved by the Senate, Johnson will become the 11th administrator of the agency.

President George W. Bush
announced March 4 that
Taylor alumnus, Stephen
Johnson, has been nominated
for the position of the administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency.
If the action is approved by
the Senate, he will become the
11th administrator of the EPA.
“Steve Johnson is a talented
scientist and skilled manager
with a lifelong commitment to
environmental stewardship,”
Bush said in a release from the
office of the press secretary.
“I’ve come to know Steve as an
innovative problem-solver with
good judgment and complete
integrity. I’m proud to ask him
to become the first career EPA
employee to hold the office of
administrator, and I’m glad
he’s agreed to do so.”
According to the EPA Web
site, “The administrator is

responsible to the president and
is assisted by the deputy
administrator and staff offices.
The office of the administrator
supports the leadership of
EPA’s programs and activities
to protect human health and
safeguard the air, water and
land upon which life depends.”
Johnson has been the acting
administrator since January
when the former administrator,
Michael Leavitt, left to become
the new U.S. Secretary of
Health and Human Services.
Johnson was deeply grateful
for the nomination and
vowed to uphold the office of
the administrator.
“Mr. President, thank you
very much. Under your leadership, we have made great
strides in environmental protection,” Johnson said in a
release from the office of the
press secretary. “If confirmed,
it will be my distinct privilege

“I believe this will provide
an additional service to students,” Ehresman said.
Dr. Stefan Brandle, who
works with the information
technology department, and
Jeff Cramer, assistant professor
of computing and systems
sciences, founded the program
while brainstorming about
ways for students to get
more hands-on experience in
the classroom.
Cramer is working alongside
his e-commerce class to assist
the program in preparation for
April 1, the scheduled date
when art will be ready for sale.
The class, comprised mainly of
business students and those
in the systems program, are
the first students to start an
See ‘ART’ page 2

See ‘WOMEN’ page 2

See ‘ALUM’ page 2

Class project provides students access to make money off their artwork
Many students would like to
get paid for doing their homework.
It seems too good to be true,
but in the upcoming weeks,
selected Taylor art students will
have the opportunity to sell
their artwork for profit.
Art professors recommended
12-15 students with impressive
artwork. Senior Ben Nicholson
who is assisting with the
program, contacted art students
about selling their work online.
The artists will go to an online
submission system where
they will input personal contact
information, pictures of the
artwork and information about

“This opportunity will allow our TU students to
show off their art work in a broader sense, especially
to Taylor alumni.”
Assistant Professor Jeff Cramer

the piece.
“The pictures are automatically resized and watermarked
by the system to prevent theft
of the work,” said computer
graphics art major Nate Todd.
Once the information is
reviewed by the bookstore, it
will be posted on the Taylor

Bookstore Web site under the
TU Student Artists link.
When a student sells a piece,
he or she will be notified and
the artwork will be ready to
ship in two days. Yahoo Stores,
the company Taylor bookstore
uses, charges a 1-2 percent
fee and the bookstore will

charge
a small fee as well.
The artist will receive the rest
of the profit.
Richard Ehresman, TU bookstore manager, will assist in
packaging and shipping the artwork. He is excited about the
project and hopes to help the
students in any way.

BY ALISSE GOLDSMITH
CONTRIBUTOR
At this year’s women’s conference, Brenda Bertrand, presidential appointee, spoke to
over 300 women about making
themselves whole and finding
peace amidst the storm of life.
Motivating young women to
save their hearts for God
and their husbands was the
goal of this year’s women’s
conference. The focus was on
purity and the restoration of
love with God and the men in
women’s lives.
Bertrand explained how one
can have peace in God in
Friday’s chapel.
“Peace is not the absence of
adversity,” she said. “It is the
assurance that God is with you
in adversity.”
The chapel and Friday
evening sessions were a first
for women’s conference this
year. Although this was
the first time that many in
the women’s cabinet heard
Bertrand speak, it turned out
to be “an answer to prayer,”
according
to
Katrina
Hershberger, cabinet member.
Hiring the speaker was a
challenge this year for
women’s cabinet. After searching for many different
speakers, Hershberger suggested Bertrand, a speaker
Hershberger met at Teen Mania
several years ago. However,
she was not hired until
November of 2004, which is
later than the cabinet would
have preferred.
The feedback from Bertrand
on being a speaker this year
was sensational.
“She saw it as a huge
opportunity
to
speak,”
Hershberger said.
For many years, Bertrand has
had a goal to become a speaker
to the women of the college
generation. As a Christian college graduate, she longs to
relate to young women with
similar experiences to her own.
“She has an incredible passion to see young women made
whole,” Hershberger said.
Bertrand’s message last

Art students to sell work online
BY TAMARA SHAYA
CONTRIBUTOR

Women’s
conference
brings
large
turnout

Skip-a-meal Oliver encourages relationships
raises $3,400
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

686 students
raise money
for Food for
the Hungry
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
LESLIE LEAK
CONTRIBUTOR
Thursday, 686 Taylor students raised $3,388.84 for the
“Food for the Hungry” organization. Students raised this
money by skipping dinner
at the dining commons and
the grille.
Along with fasting, students
were encouraged to attend a
time of worship and prayer to
learn about community development work from a “Food for

News

the Hungry” speaker.
“It is our hope that students
will participate in Skip-a-Meal
because they want to be a part
of the prayer and support for
the hurting and hungry in our
world,” said Skip-A-Meal
coordinator Jenny Ho. “This
year we wanted to go farther
than just donating money and
going out to eat during Skip-aMeal. We want to increase
awareness and encourage
Taylor to fast and pray for
these people.”
Ho said verses like Isaiah
58:6-7 and Ezekiel 16:49 gave
Skip-A-Meal organizers a new
vision. These verses describe
the type of fasting God desires
and the prosperity and greed of
Sodom before her fall.
“We believe we have been
richly blessed and much is
expected of us,” Ho said.
World Christian Fellowship
oversaw this semester’s SkipA-Meal. Co-directors Valerie
Harle and Margie Davis said
participation in this event is
about raising awareness about
See ‘SKIP’ page 2

Picture New York City days
after September 11. Hundreds
of people paced the streets with
signs and T-shirts plastered
with pictures of their missing
loved ones.
“No one was looking for
their BMW’s,” relational
enrichment
speaker
Dr.
Gary Oliver told students
Wednesday morning.
In the beginning of the week,
Oliver encouraged students to
remember the important parts
of life and grow in their relationship with God and others.
During Monday’s chapel,
Oliver told students he wondered why Christians become
disappointed, depressed and
lack joy.
“Why do some Christians act
like they’re more than conquered instead of more than
conquerors?” he asked.
Oliver spoke about dealing
with difficulties saying, “The
ultimate purpose of problems
is purification.”
Monday night Oliver spoke
about the way God designed
people for pleasure and passion
but does not want them to master a person. He also reminded
students that what they allow
their minds to dwell on will

influence them.
Tuesday
night
Oliver
explained to the group the way
he learned to tap into the power
of praise. Oliver told students
he worked with many patients,
suffering with issues like
depression, who could benefit
from learning to praise during
hard times.
“The best time to praise is
when you don’t feel like it,”
he said.
In Wednesday’s chapel service, Oliver addressed the issue
of relationships. He told the
audience relationships are hard
as a result of sin.
Oliver also asked the audience to repeat after him that
cherish is an “attitude” and
nourish is an “action.”
He challenged the audience
to nourish each other saying,
“Go beyond being involved to
being committed.”
Pastor Randy Gruendyke said
the purpose of this special
week is to focus on how to
grow in relationships with
friends and family by growing
in a relationship with Christ.
“These talks are intended to
help persons grow into more
dependable and committed
sons and daughters, husbands
and wives, dads and moms.
The key, as Dr. Oliver has been
showing us is by thoughtfully
and prayerfully appropriating

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Dr. Gary Oliver encouraged students to grow in their relationships with God
and others in his relational enrichment week talks.

God’s Word,” Gruendyke said.
Gruendyke met Oliver in the
late 1960s and become reacquainted with him last year.
“The invitation for this week
grew out of last year’s meeting,” Gruendyke said.
According to liferelationships.com, Oliver has earned

three masters degrees and his
doctorate and has written more
than 20 books. He is also the
executive director of the Center
for Marriage and Family
Studies and professor of psychology and practical theology
at John Brown University
in Arkansas.
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English majors present capstone projects WOMEN
Five students selected by their peers present papers in the student union Thursday
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Five seniors in the English
department presented their
senior capstone creations
Thursday to faculty, family and
friends. These five were nominated to present their works by
fellow students in their J-term
capstone class.
Mary Catherine Shafer, an
English writing major and
mass communications minor
wrote a creative non-fiction
piece entitled “Stories From
Home: A Discussion on
Discipline.” In it, she discussed
issues such as physical discipline, grace and mischievousness.
Shafer shared personal stories regarding each topic, along
with
essays
presenting
views from sources like the
American Humane Society and
Dr. James Dobson.
“Beyond this project, I hope
to allow my past to inform
my future, but not dictate it,”

“I was very proud of all of them.”
Dr. Mary Muchiri, English Professor
she said.
Meredith Burns, an English
writing major, said her senior
paper was actually three
papers she combined. Burns
researched, read and worked on
her project for two years.
Her paper was an essay, personal reflection on her life
and pregnancy and recorded
conversation with Dr. Mary
Muchiri.
“The female question has
embodied my life,” she said.
Burns said the best parts of
working on her project were
discovering she could accomplish something as large as her
paper and having conversations
with Muchiri.
English literature major
Susan
Smartt
presented
her
paper
“The
Great
Gatsby and Generation X:
Tales for and Accelerated

Culture: Revisiting Romantic
Transcendentalism.”
Smartt compared and contrasted the two books with
the ideas of poets Ralph
Waldo Emerson and Henry
David Thoreau.
Smartt explained that both
the poets and authors grappled
with the human ability to find
truth and deliberately live.
Dan Peterson, a philosophy
and English education double
major, distributed a handout to
the audience before beginning.
He discussed the ideas of
Dionysius’ Mystical Theology
and Dostoevsky’s Brothers
Karamazov. Peterson talked
about his interest in Eastern
Orthodoxy and Dostoevsky’s
portrayal of the three brothers’
apophatic experiences in the
Brothers Karamazov.
“Dostoevsky is the most

It’s never too early to
think about adoption
Hand in Hand
International
visits Taylor to
students and
faculty about
adoption
BY CHRISTIANNA LUY
STAFF WRITER
Every child deserves a home.
Hand in Hand International
Adoptions definitely believes
in this.

SKIP
from page 1
hunger all over the world.
“This organization tries to
address the problems of hunger
and poverty … and helps start
community development programs,” Davis said.
According to fh.org, Food for
the Hungry, founded in 1971,
helps meet the needs of people
in over 37 developing countries
by assisting with water sanitation, health care, food production and child sponsorship.
The organization assists
tsunami victims from southeastern Asian countries and

On Tuesday from 7 p.m. until
8:30 p.m. representatives from
Hand in Hand will be speaking
about the organization, adoption needs and the adoption
process in the student union.
According to their Web site,
this organization has been in
operation for over 30 years and
has worked to give 4,800 children from eight different countries a loving family.
The organization caters to
singles, childless couples and
older individuals, providing
them with opportunities to start
their own families.
Pat and Christine Moore and
Phil and Angia Macomber,
have both adopted with the
assistance of Hand in Hand.
“My husband and I knew
that we wanted to adopt a child
from Haiti,” said Angia
Macomber, assistant professor
war refugees from African
nations. It also organizes child
sponsorship in 13 countries
across the world.

Other ways to get
involved with Food
for the Hungry:
Pray
Serve Overseas
Sponsor a child
Volunteer ministry
Involve your church
Visit fh.org/getinvolved
for more ideas

Wal-mart distribution
center comes to Gas City
BY ASHLEY SMITH
NEWS EDITOR
A new Wal-Mart distribution
center looks to replace jobs lost
in Marion.
The new center will be located in Gas City and will open up
600 construction jobs to the
Grant County public along
with 600 jobs once the center
opens in 2007.
The construction is slotted to
begin in September 2005. The
895,000 square foot distribution center carries a $60 million price tag and has an 18month building period.
“This project represents a
tremendous economic opportunity for the citizens of Grant
County, as it will offer 600 construction jobs during the building phase, as well as an additional 600 new jobs in the distribution center once it opens
in 2007,” said Indiana
Congressman Dan Burton in a
press release from house.gov.

News

The new plant comes as a
relief after the March 2004
shutdown of the Thomson plant
in Marion which left 990 workers without jobs.
“I feel that this will help out
many of the residents of Grant
County as many of them were
laid off with the closing of
Thomson's factory last year,”
said senior Katie Ricca.
After an extensive search for
the right location of the center,
Gas City was chosen.
“We are looking forward to
locating our distribution center
in Grant County and being a
good citizen in the community,” said Mr. H. Lee Scott, CEO
of Wal-Mart, in a press release
from house.gov. “We conducted an exhaustive search and
determined Grant County was
an ideal location. It has a
superb quality of life for our
associates and offers a favorable business climate.”
The center will service WalMart stores in a 250-mile
radius of Gas City.

of education. “We began to
look online for programs with a
Haiti connection and we found
Hand in Hand.”
The
Macomber’s
son,
Charlie, arrived June 4, 2004 after
only nine months of waiting.
“People think adoption takes
an incredible amount of time
and money but this isn’t always
the case,” Macomber said.
Often times, employers and
the federal government will
have adoption benefits to aid
couples in starting a family.
The meeting on Tuesday is
not only for married adults
starting families, but also for
students.
A Hand in Hand office is
locations in Albion, Ind.
For more information
on
Hand
in
Hand
International Adoptions visit
hihiadopt.org.

helpful Christian fiction writer
ever,” Peterson said.
After graduation, Peterson
hopes to find a job teaching
English or philosophy and possibly attend graduate school or
work for a relief organization.
English writing major Liz
Boltz presented part of
her
original
screenplay
“Oliviajane.com.” Boltz and
three volunteers gave a reading
of her script complete with narration, explaining the main plot
of the romantic comedy.
At the end of the night, junior Hannah DeRegibus said
even though she has not begun
her project, the presentations
inspired her.
“I liked the personal stories,"
she said. “This helped give
me ideas on set-up and
progression.”
Muchiri was also pleased
with the night.
“I was very proud of all of
them,” she said.
This is the first time the
department held this event.

from page 1
weekend fit well into the confines of the theme, “Divine
Intimacy: Accepting
No
Substitutes.” Along with her
Friday evening and multiple
Saturday sessions, there were
also three workshops that the
women could attend. They
ranged in topics from relationships with other women to stories of women in the Bible.
Each woman who attended
was given the opportunity to

hear from different speakers
from different backgrounds,
shaping the overall experience.
“There was a lot of variety
but all [the workshops] were
within the broader theme,” said
junior Melissa Munn.
The women who attended the
conference heard from hall
directors, professors and even a
few men.
The cabinet looks back on
last weekend’s conference as a
complete success.
“I’ve never met someone
who is so in tune with the Spirit
of the Lord,” Hershberger said.
For copies of Bertrand’s sessions contact Amanda Ekman.

ALUM
from page 1
to serve you and our nation
to continue to advance environmental agenda while maintaining our nation’s economic
competitiveness.”
Johnson has been employed
with the EPA for 24 years and
is the first professional scientist
to lead the EPA.
Johnson graduated from
Taylor in 1973 with a bachelor's degree in biology. He also
received a master’s of science
in pathology from George
Washington University. He has
dedicated time to Taylor’s masters program and has served on
the parent’s cabinet.
His wife, Debbie, is a 1972
graduate of Taylor. Their children Carrie (’99), Matthew
(’02) and Allison (’04) also
graduated from Taylor.

“If confirmed, it will
be my distinct privilege
to serve you and our
nation to continue to
advance environmental agenda...”
TU alum Stephen Johnson

Photo by Alisse Goldsmith

Women’s conference speaker, Brenda Bertrand, speaks to over 300 women
in the closing session on Saturday. The focus was on purity and the restoration of love with God and the man in a woman’s life.

ART
from page 1
operational business as part of
the class.
Cramer said there are still
some areas of the project that
need to be addressed.
“We are still trying to put
together a process for deciding
whether or not a piece of art is
worthy enough to sell on our
Web site,” Cramer said.
Eventually, Cramer wants to
open up the Web site for
all students, including those
interested in 3-D, graphic
design and photography,
among others.
“This opportunity will allow
our TU students to show off
their art work in a broader
sense, especially to Taylor
alumni,” Cramer said.
He hopes to allow facul-

ty and staff, and possibly alumni to sell their work as well.
Junior Ryan Lane, a new
media major, was asked to participate in the program. He is
interested in selling his artwork
and believes the Web site could
generate revenue among college art students.
“I think this may give me
some exposure to parents, faculty and other students that
may become friends and contacts later in my career,” Lane
said.
Senior Tim Mahan, a studio art major, is also looking
forward to selling his art.
“It is a positive thing that the
school is taking an interest in
student’s art,” Mahan said.
Although the Taylor Student
Artist page is currently in the
process of being redesigned to
match the rest of Taylor
University’s Web site, students
can access the link at store.taylorbookstore.com.

Dot’s Diner
‘grille’s up
the night
Seniors Alan Briggs and
Allison Labianca along with
junior Mark Grunden belt out
the words to Nelly Furtado’s
“I’m Like a Bird” during
Friday’s Dot’s Diner Night.
The night featured an
old fashioned diner with the
food to match. Grille workers
waited on students while they
listened to their peers sing
popular songs of today.
Dot’s Diner Night is named
after Dot’s Diner, a diner
which former Taylor students
frequently visited but closed
years ago. The Diner was
owned by the mother
of Grille cashier, Martha
Rennaker.

Photo by Matt Wissman

Take ten minutes, win an iPod!
Zondervan Library needs your help. We are beginning a web-based survey that will
help us understand what the Taylor campus thinks of the library and how we can
provide better service.
Please take the time to go to the online survey at:
http://survey.libqual.org/index.cfm?ID=677418
Complete it before March 22.
At the end of the survey, you will have a chance to enter into Zondervan Library's
drawing for one of five 1GB iPod shuffles as our way of thanking you for
your help.
If you have any difficulty in accessing or taking the survey, please contact Elaine Friedberg at *4693 or lqplus05@gmail.com
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Seniors seek ‘Peace’ after graduation
BY CRYSTAL POLLOCK
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

By this point in the year, seniors have endured the question
of “What are you doing after
graduation?” many times. But
three Taylor seniors hope
to have a definite answer as
they work toward joining the
Peace Corps.
Seniors Liz Atkinson, Isaac
Belcher and Jessica Pinder are
in the application process of
joining the agency.
Belcher and Atkinson have
both applied, interviewed and
been nominated by their
recruiter for certain positions.
Now, they are just waiting for a
formal invitation to serve.
These invitations could arrive
tomorrow or a few months
from now.
Pinder is not as far along in
the process, but hopes to hear
about her invitation during the
summer. She is a Bible and
Christian education double
major. Pinder would like to
teach, but is still waiting for her
nomination to learn about the
area in which she would serve.
“I think whatever area I end
up being in, [I can] apply to
things I've learned in Christian
ed, just about education and
working with people,” she said.
Atkinson, a Bible major,
would be working in an urban

setting in Eastern Europe,
South Asia or South America.
Belcher was nominated to teach
chemistry in sub-Saharan
Africa. He will graduate this
spring with a chemistry
pre-med major.
Each student would serve a
27-month term. If accepted,
they plan to train in the U.S. for
three months, then serve
in their assigned countries for
two years.
According to peacecorps.gov,
volunteers have served in 138
countries from Afghanistan
to Zimbabwe.
Belcher said he became interested in the Peace Corps
because his parents also served
a term.
“I had always wanted to go
into the Peace Corps, but couldn't figure out where it would fit
in my life schedule,” he said.
“God seemed to say, 'hey, this
would be a good time.”
Atkinson began thinking
about the Peace Corps during
her sophomore year while
attending Daystar University
in Kenya. During this time, her
friend's sister was serving
in Romania.
This year, as Pinder was
exploring possibilities for after
graduation, she began to consider the Peace Corps.
“Somebody just happened to

Seniors Jessica Pinder, Isaac Belcher and Liz Atkinson are all hoping to join the Peace Corps after graduation.
They are presently in different stages of the process of applying for positions overseas.

mention the Peace Corps, and I
started looking into it more,”
she said. “I've really been interested in missions. So this is
something similar.”
Both Atkinson and Belcher
know they will be in nonEnglish speaking countries for
their two years.
“We'll gain a lot living in a
foreign country and speaking
their language for two years,”
Belcher said.
All three know if they are
invited to serve, they would be
immersed in the culture of
third-world countries.
“We probably won't have any
internet access, technology, or
any electricity,” Belcher said.
It is also probable that the
students will stay in homes that

do not have flushing toilets.
“It's kind of a real step back
from what I do every day,”
he said.
Pinder added she wants to
be a part of something new and
different from what she is
used to.
“For me, [my goal is] learning
how to meet needs where
they're at, rather than going in
with this pre-conceived notion
to change this,” Atkinson said.
All three students have previously traveled overseas on trips
to learn and minister.
Atkinson traveled to Mexico
five times with members of her
home church.
Belcher studied abroad in
England and also sang and
ministered to Christians in

Greece with Taylor's Chorale
last spring.
Last summer, Pinder taught
Vacation Bible Schools and
counseled at camps in Alaska
through SEND International.
Atkinson said she looks forward to getting out of her
comfort zone.
“It's a time in my life to reflect
on my view of the world and
poor people in other countries,”
she said.
According to peacecorps.gov,
the Peace Corps began in the
1960s when John F. Kennedy
challenged college students
to promote peace with developing countries by living in
these areas.
Today, it is a federal government agency with the mission

to help meet countries' needs
with trained men and women,
and promote a better understanding of Americans. Peace
Corps projects range from
AIDS education to information
technology work.
Volunteers who serve in the
Peace Corps receive a stipend
comparable to that of the citizens of the country in which
they live. Students can also
defer loan payment and receive
a 15 percent reduction on some
federal loans each of the two
years they serve.
Belcher said it is difficult to
not know specific information
about the trip or whether he
will be accepted.
“There's a lot of details still
up in the air that I don't know
about,” he said. “Being a control freak, it's a challenge
for me.”
However, all three students
look forward to serving. They
agreed this period of service
will be a break from school and
studying and allow them to
gain a better perspective on life.
After the two years of Peace
Corps service, Atkinson is considering law school. Belcher is
interested in forensic science,
but is also considering attending graduate school. Pinder
plans to attend seminary or
graduate school.

TU students bring
Professor encourages
care for the environment friendship to Upland elderly
BY REGAN HESS
CONTRIBUTOR
It is often easy for the
Christian to put the environment on the back burner. After
all, Jesus died for people not
for pollutants. Does caring for
the environment mean ignoring the poor and abandoning
our spiritual pursuits? Or, can
we find a way to do both?
A senior seminar small group
which includes Mary Catherine
Shafer, Larissa Sletto, Josh
Davis and this writer, undertook the project of environmental action. We believe that
being a good steward of the
environment is not something
that is difficult or inconvenient;
rather, being a good steward
simply requires a little thoughtfulness and sometimes a tiny
bit more effort.
Last Saturday, we spent two
hours picking up litter on the
campus. After that short time,
we all had full trash bags and
had covered less than one-third
of the campus.
Prior to beginning our project,
we thought we would not find
much trash, but after we took

the time to look, we were
amazed at how much trash is
just lying around. We collected
everything from DC mint wrappers to useless parking tickets.
Dr. Rothrock, an environmental science professor,
offers students some ideas as
to how we can improve the
environment. Rothrock relates
environmental stewardship to
deeper spiritual issues.
“Consumption is both a spiritual as well as an ‘environmental’ issue,” he said.
Rothrock also believes that
by helping the poor, the
marginalized and the downtrodden, we can also care more
for the environment.
“Helping the poor helps the
environment,” he said. “The
cycle of poverty forces people to make short-term decisions that they often understand can compromise their
long-term well-being.”
By focusing on helping others improve their quality of
life, we can further the cause of
the gospel as well as help make
the world better. Helping the
poor can be as far away as a
remote village in Africa or as
close as Marion or even parts
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of Upland.
“Christian giving can include
appropriate
environmental
organizations…that attempt to
be problem solvers and have
concern with broader social
justice,” Rothrock said.
Comparatively speaking, the
average Taylor student is affluent. Rothrock believes that we
can use what God has given us
for His glory.
“Consider the social and environmental costs of the choices
we make," Rothrock said. "We
should be conscientious buyers
of goods and services.”
Some practical things
Rothrock said to consider
when making a purchase is:
Are their products made to last
and easy to repair? Is this company environmentally friendly? Are their lab practices fair?
How do their actions affect
their community?
Rothrock says that having the
discipline to do the little things
that help the environment also
helps us pursue a stronger spiritual life. Doing things for the
environment can also help us
shape our outlook on life. To
Rothrock, the way we view
God's world matters as we participate in a communal way.
Part of communal awareness
includes getting churches
involved and encouraging pastors to emphasize “this issue as
central… to historic Christian
belief” in sermons.
Sadly, Rothrock believes the
majority of Taylor students
see the environment as a “low
priority.” This is a concern
for him.
“As Christians, we profess
that 'the earth is the Lord's and
the fullness thereof,’” he said.
Rothrock emphasizes the
connection between taking
personal responsibility for our
impact on the environment and
our spiritual lives.
“The decision of the individual matters in the realm of personal salvation and the building
of God's kingdom,” he said.
By focusing on being a faithful steward of the environment
God has given us, we can be
proven trustworthy for other
responsibilities.
Rothrock adds to the familiar
Three “R's,” reduce, reuse, and
recycle, saying that the
Christian should also observe a
fourth “R,” - Rejoice.
“Rejoice in God's provision
of the… needs in your life,”
he said.
By having a grateful attitude,
the Christian has a reason to
observe the first three “R's.”
There are many ways to
conserve resources and protect the environment. Be
aware of the effect of your
actions and strive to be a good
steward of the environment.
By doing so, you will improve
your spiritual discipline and
make the world a neater and
more beautiful place.

BY ELIZABETH DIFFIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Some people may think that
college students and senior
citizens go together like oil
and water. But Taylor students
who are involved in the
Nursing Home Ministry tend
to disagree.
“There is common ground
that we share,” said co-director
Julie Olson. “Their lives are
very similar to college students' lives … we can relate to
each other.”
The Nursing Home Ministry
involves at least 50 Taylor students who spend time with the
residents of the University
Nursing Home. The Nursing
Home has about 60 residents,
about a dozen of whom suffer
from Alzheimer's disease. It is
not associated with Taylor, but
students are always welcome
to visit.
Olson said it is a very unique
ministry because it is almost
completely individualized.
Some students build friendships with specific residents,
while others participate in
group activities. Taylor students lead Bible studies, read
books, write letters, paint
nails and play instruments for
the residents.
“The Taylor volunteers [form]
relationships,” Olson said.
“They don't even consider it a
ministry; they're just doing
their thing.”
Olson does not assign friendships between students and residents. Instead, she brings new
volunteers to the Nursing
Home and introduces them to
the residents.
“We see who they get to know
and click with,” Olson said.
The Nursing Home Ministry
also holds monthly events in

Applications
Needed!
Interested in
being the Editorin-Chief for The
Echo or Ilium in
the 2005-2006
school year?
Pick up an application from the
communications
arts office.
Complete and
return it today.
Interviews will
be scheduled for
March 15 and 22.

Photo provided by Julie Olson

Taylor volunteer Kevin Nielson dances with University Nursing Home resident Alice at the annual Valentines’ Day Dance. The dance is one of the
monthly activities organized by the Nursing Home Ministry.

which larger groups of Taylor
students can participate. This
month, they had a pajama party
with the women, complete with
facials, manicures and a “chick
flick.” They also have an annual Valentines' Day Dance and
Spring Prom for the residents.
Sophomore Nathan Miley
often gets together a group
of guys to attend these
special events.
“It's the easiest ministry,” he
said. “All you're doing is giving time and smiles and
you've got to figure out how to
dance with an old lady in
a wheelchair.”
Many of the residents are from
the region around Upland, but
some have family that live far
away, family who don't seem to
be interested in them, or no
living family.
“It's a great opportunity to
spend time with people who
don't otherwise get a lot of visitors or see the outside world,”
said freshman Laura Calhoun.
“Oftentimes, the elderly are
kind of forgotten. It is important as Christians to reach out
to them.”
Much of the ministry consists
of spending time with the residents and listening to their stories. Olson believes that it is
important to “grant dignity” to
those who are elderly.
“I have learned to listen,”
Olson said. “Sometimes it is
the subtleties that are important … That's one of the
biggest needs.”
For those who may be less
comfortable interacting with
the residents, there are plenty of

other opportunities to serve.
The Nursing Home Ministry
always needs people to help
set-up, decorate, and clean-up
for the large events.
“You can find your own
niche,” Olson said.
Working with the elderly can
be difficult, especially because
many of the residents are
struggling
with
illness,
especially Alzheimer's.
“I don't understand … how
much they're hurting emotionally and physically and
what they're dealing with,”
Olson said.
It can be especially challenging when someone a volunteer
is close to passes away.
“They're dear friends,” Olson
said. “We mourn and we help
each other.”
Although there are not many
formal opportunities to witness
to the residents, Olson believes
that volunteers can still relay
their faith to their friends.
“We can share Christ with our
elderly neighbors. We can love
them by our presence, our
smiles, and our attention,” she
said. “Through that, we are able
to share the gospel sometimes.”
There are also many rewards
beyond that, not the least of which
is the residents' appreciation.
“They just love to be around
college students,” Calhoun
said. “Just showing up puts a
smile on their face.”
“It doesn't matter who you
are,” Olson said. “They are in
love with us.”
To get involved with the
Nursing Home Ministry, contact Julie Olson at 998-0015.
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“If particular care and attention is not paid to the ladies, we are determined to foment a rebellion,
and will not hold ourselves bound by any laws in which we have no voice or representation.”
Abigail Adams
SUBMITTED CARTOON

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Voices of
Change
Taylor
process for A bill has been pro-

BY JOE RINGENBERG
COLUMNIST

choosing
brother/
sister
floors?

Sign up
for great
mortgage
rates!
while ago I received
a surprise pop-up
ad on my computer.
It asked me if I
wanted to last longer
in bed. Needless to say, I was
pretty shocked. Who was this
mysterious pharmaceutical salesman, and how did he know me
so well? The truth is, I’ve wanted
to last longer in bed for years. I
don’t think I’ve gotten a full
eight hours of sleep in a night
since the presidential debates.
And to think, all the sleep I’ve
been missing out on could be
mine for $29.95.1
What surprised me was not
the low, low prices, or even the
naked lady in the advertisement, but rather the ingenuity
of the advertising method. I’ve
done some research on this,
and it turns out that these “popups” utilize the “Internet” and
appear on your computer
screen to give you important
messages about cool new products you might like to try out.
As far as I can tell, the popup was first created by Eli
Whitney in 1794 in order to
improve the sex lives of plantation owners. While it took
about 200 years for the Internet
to be created2 so that these popups could touch the farthest
reaches of the earth, the advertising industry has grown in
leaps in bounds thanks to these
fantastic little e-surprises.
Oftentimes, pop-ups will sneak
itsy bitsy bugs into your binary
registry code which let them
know what kind of advertisements you like the most! I once
visited a J-Lo fan site and have
been getting anti-depressant
pop-ups for years.
But pop-ups aren’t the only
exciting thing going on in the
marketing world. Lately, I’ve
noticed a veritable explosion in
the amount of product placement in popular movies and
television shows. Like in that
scene from Lord of the Rings:
The Fellowship of the Ring,
where Gadget is talking about
how much he likes his Chicken
Selects. Outside the fact that
Elijah Wood couldn’t act his
way out of a cardboard box,3
this scene was very important
in film history because RayBan paid 200,000 dollars for
him to be wearing sunglasses,
the most ever paid to get a
product into a movie. The theory goes that when people see a
product looking snazzy on the
big screen they want to buy it
for themselves, like when everybody bought twinkies after seeing Bowling for Columbine.
With all these wild new ways
for manufacturers to reach their
customers, we’re living in an
age of endless possibilities.
Pretty soon our computers will
make our shopping lists for us.
This will be alright, but by then
we’ll be sending monkey butlers to do all our errands and
monkeys aren’t good with lists.
Nevertheless, the point remains.
These days are great days to be
a consumer; it’s almost like in
the pre-9/11 days when salespeople would come right up to
your door for a handout.
Considerate advertisers are
constantly giving us suggestions about what we should like
and then making those products available to us for purchase. Someone should really
thank them. I would, but I’m
going to go try some of these
sleeping pills I just got.
Plus, the ad said that they’re all natural, like herbal supplements.
2
By Al Gore.
3
Or an acting school/prison where you
have to be able to act only marginally
well before they let you out.

Opinions

Would statewide
daylight-saving
benefit Indiana?

efining stereotypes is a
D
tricky thing. Webster
defines stereotypes as “a stan-
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1

posed to the Indiana
House that would
mandate statewide
daylight-saving time.

Christianity and feminism
Part two: moving away from the fear of feminism

BY JENNY DEGEYTER
COLUMNIST
wo weeks ago, I
used a word that
probably brought up
a lot of discussion. I
am going to use it
again. Feminism.
That frightened many and
hopefully empowered some. If
you need to be reminded, I said
the word feminism and the
ideas surrounding it contain
negative connotations. I also
gave the true definition of feminism: the belief in the need to
secure, or a commitment to
secure, the rights of women
equal to those of men.
Because of the negative connotations, many Christians are
cautious to cling to the idea of
feminism. My argument is that
yes, Christians can be feminists.
To make that claim is a bold
statement, kind of like wearing
bright orange sweatpants. But
God challenges us to be bold in
our faith and to not be ashamed
of the gospel we hold inside us.
I hold four main reasons why I
think Christians can be feminists.
1. God created man and
woman. Genesis 1:27 says God
created man and woman in his
own image, equally. There are
many other passages in the
Bible that focus on the role of
men and women, but the first
chapter in the entire book certainly sets a standard for the
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rest of the Bible.
Within this biblical basis
comes the greatest commandment: love one another. We all
know this one as a standard for
all other commandments to follow. If we loved one another as
we want to be loved, there
would be no need for a feminist
movement. If God created man
and woman equally and in his
own image, then why were/are
women discriminated against
as a weaker, less important or
successful sex than men?
2. All people deserve equal
rights. If this is not obvious,
maybe we should evaluate our
history a little bit. There are
many marginalized people in
this country who feel discriminated against. When I am
speaking of equal rights and
civil rights, I am speaking
about barriers that separate us
from one another: race, ethnicity, origin, and sex. People are
born into specific cultures and
with specific qualities.
As Americans, we have a
governmental foundation found
in the Constitution that protects
the rights of everyone. Through
the years, the American culture
has adapted to specific people
groups, mainly African Americans
whose civil rights were affirmed
and reaffirmed for them.
3. Women make up about half
of the population in America.
Their rights should not be hidden behind the male population. What if Taylor said there
was going to be no dinner for
all of the residents of Samuel
Morris Hall? That would not be
very fair (although the DC would
be a lot quieter). Apply the
same analogy to women. There
are 141,660,978 men in the

“If we loved one
another as we want to
be loved, there would
be no need for a
feminist movement.”
United States and 146,707,720
women (according to census.gov).
Obviously, it would be wrong
to deny rights to over half the
population and not include
their opinions and roles in our
daily lives.
4. My claim revolves around
one main belief: men and women
can work together to accomplish great things. I do not
think that men are superior and
I do not fight that women are
superior. I think God put two
genders on the planet to hold
different roles and have different talents, all for his glory and
honor. Each person has specific
gifts and abilities. If a woman
has hers suppressed or denied,
how will she be able to better
them or use them for God?
In summary, God created men
and women equally; all people
deserve equal rights; women
deserve a voice because they
make up half the population;
men and women can accomplish great things if they work
together. Each feminist movement had specific goals. As the
women (and men too — gasp!)
fought to accomplish them,
America slowly became a better place, full of diversity, equal
opportunity and respect. As
America continues to develop
into an equal opportunity environment, the need for compassionate, loving and open-minded feminists is there. Could you
be one?

Meanings and misnomers
BY EMILY KIEFER
OPINIONS EDITOR
ur brains are
always picking up
words and phrases
other people say
and quietly inserting them into our own vocabularies without our noticing.
Sometimes this leads us to say
things without understanding
exactly what we’re saying, like
not knowing what the abbreviation DVD stands for (digital
versatile disk).
This word-learning technique
can lead us astray. Many semantic
errors are so common most
people don’t catch them. Here
are a few I encounter regularly.
Prodigal. Christians know
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this word from the Bible story
of the “prodigal son,” and use it
either as a noun or an adjective
referring to someone who runs
from home. The worship song
“Salvation” which includes the
line “Let all the prodigals run
home” is an example.
Actually, the son in the Bible
story was prodigal because
he wasted all his money.
Dictionary.com defines prodigal as “rashly or wastefully
extravagant.” So abandoning
your dad really doesn’t have
much to do with being prodigal.
Schizophrenic. This word
was almost constantly misused
until 2001’s release A Beautiful
Mind helped straighten out the
confusion. Today the misconception still exists: “schizophrenic” is often applied to a
person with multiple personality disorder. This is a misnomer.
A schizophrenic is actually
someone who experiences
lapses from reality, possibly
suffering from delusions or
hallucinations (like Russell

Crowe’s character John Nash).
Trouper. This one probably
doesn’t look familiar, because
it’s usually spelled trooper. But
you’ll recognize the definition:
a steadfast, hard-working person. “Trooper” just means a
policeman on a horse. Note:
Even Strongbad spells it wrong
when writing about Li’l Brudder.
Frankenstein. A big green
square-headed brute with bolts
in his neck, right? Well, no.
Mary Shelley named her novel
Frankenstein after the main
character, Victor Frankenstein,
who creates a monster known
throughout the book as — the
monster.
Literally. Please don’t use
this word when you’re being
figurative. “When she told me
the news I literally died” is an
incorrect sentence.
Our semantic blunders may
be countless, but it’s often
worth taking a closer look at
what we say. Let’s get passed
— or is it “past”? — our erroneous English when we can.

dardized mental picture that is
held in common by members
of a group and that represents
an oversimplified opinion,
prejudiced attitude, or uncritical judgment.”
I think the main point is the
difference between observations and judgments. I can
observe that your shirt is very
bright orange. I can also judge
that it is an ugly shirt and you
have bad taste. The first is a
harmless fact; the second is a
potentially hurtful opinion.
People have opinions about
the dorms here on campus.
Some people hold observations: boys from one dorm tend
to act this way, girls from that
dorm tend to care about that,
people from the other dorm
tend to like those things. And
those observations may be true.
They are harmless.
But judgments — girls from
that dorm are good, boys from
that dorm are better — are not
harmless. They are hurtful.
Taylor is “an intentional,
Christ-centered, learning, living and serving community.”
We like to think that intentional community is the distinguishing characteristic of Taylor.
It is my proposition that
stereotypes are the opposite of
community. Stereotypes —
making judgments, not observations — tear down community. Some of our favorite
activities promote competition
and reduce community: intramurals and Airband. I love both
of these activities, and do not
recommend changing them.
I do recommend changing
our selection of brother/sister
floors/wings (BSFW). Right
now the process is informal;
prospective PAs simply network. They talk to their friends
who are also applying for PA.
There is more competition.
Groups are left out. Community
is jeopardized.
I propose a change in the
BSFW selection procedure. A
simple rotating schedule could
be created. Male floors/wings
would rotate through female
units equally. One year 1st East
Olson would be with 2nd
Center Wengatz. The next year
they would be with 1st Berg,
the next year with Foundation
and the next year with 3rd West
Wengatz, for example.
This would help enhance community two ways. First, there
would not be the initial competition among prospective PAs.
Second, each student would have
the opportunity to be exposed
to a wider variety of other students.
Every person at Taylor has
something to offer. Every
collective group at Taylor
should have the opportunity
to interact with other groups.
In this way, we can fulfill our
supposed description of intentional community.
By Liz Ludington

“I think it’s a good idea
because then we’ll be in the
same time as other people. I
think it’s confusing to be on
different times, and everyone
always gets really confused.”
Hannah Strader,
senior

“I’d be for it because it’s
kind of annoying having to be
different from the rest of the
country. When I call home,
half the time they’re on a different time and half the time
they’re the same. It’d be nice
to be consistent.”
Chris Fink,
sophomore

“Daylight-saving doesn’t
really affect me all that much,
as far as I know. I think there
are many other things I need
to be concerned with besides
that.
“It was made for the farmers, but that was before headlights. For college students it
really doesn’t matter, other
than having to set back their
clocks. We sleep at any hour
of the day anyway, so it really
doesn’t affect anything.”
Kyle Latino,
sophomore

“In a way it would be helpful for consistency’s sake. I
work in the admissions office,
and we have a lot of prospective students who show up
either an hour early or an hour
late because they don’t know
about the change.
“Just switching back
between Eastern and Central is
confusing. And honestly I
don’t really understand why a
pocket of Indiana isn’t the
same as the rest of the state.”
Sarah Hayhurst,
admissions counselor,
2002 graduate

Letter s to the editor
& car toons
Letters to the editor must be received by 6 p.m. on Wednesday
and be 425 words or less in order to be published in the coming Friday’s issue. Letters should include daytime telephone and
signature. Write us from off campus at: The Echo, Taylor
University, 236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN 46989-1001. On campus at: The Echo, Rupp Communications Building, or via e-mail:
echo@taylor.edu.
Original, hand-drawn cartoons must be one to two frames and
received by 6 p.m. on Monday in order to be published in the
coming Friday’s issue. Cartoons may be e-mailed as a jpeg attachment to echo@taylor.edu or submitted by mail (see address
above) and should include daytime telephone and signature.
The opinions expressed in letters to the editor and submitted cartoons do not necessarily
represent The Echo or its staff or Taylor University.
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“The fact is always obvious much too late, but the most singular difference between happiness
and joy is that happiness is a solid and joy is a liquid.”
-J.D. Salinger-

Abandoned street
children given voice
in documentary

Indiana native featured in art
department’s March exhibition

BY ERIK KIELISCH
CONTRIBUTOR

BY KRISTEN FAVAZZA
CONTRIBUTOR

Before I went overseas, I thought all street kids were rough,
vicious mongrels who would sooner slit my throat and steal my
wallet than talk to me.
Much to my surprise, many of the kids were soft under their
crusty façades. Their seemingly split personalities piqued my
interest, but I had forgotten them until I saw the sobering documentary, Children Underground.
Underground is a veritable smorgasbord of brutality and tenderness, desperation and hope —
much like the psyches of the
Romanian street children it
depicts. Shown is a world we can
only imagine, but would rather
not. What ten year-old child
imagines themselves sleeping on
a single sheet of cardboard in a
drafty subway station with their
only escape being sniffing paint?
Surely this is not normal, but the
children in this film are all too
frighteningly so.
Shot on location in Bucharest,
this multi-layered documentary
follows a handful of Romania's
20,000 street kids as they get
high, are beaten up and struggle
for survival.
Underground combines the
savagery of KIDS with the abanPhoto courtesy amazon.com
donment and despair of Bus 174,
but while KIDS showed the depravity of street kids, it failed to
show why they were there. Underground succeeds in delving into
the pasts of the children and showing how most of them were
doomed to wander the streets.
Why the glut of street kids? The answer is economics.
The film opens by explaining that Romania's ruling dictator
banned abortion and contraceptives in order to build a stronger
work force. This led not to more workers but to more children born
to impoverished families who already couldn't support themselves.
Facing certain starvation and/or abuse, the children fled to the
streets. In some cases, parents encouraged their children to stay in
Bucharest, and in the case of ten-year-old Ana, her stepfather
convinced her to go back to
Nothing of what I'd the streets after she returned
live with them.
read or seen on film to Unlike
Bus 174, many of
had fully captured these children
have parents,
what these children but their existence is just as
were living through. A despised. To escape the glardespair of their lives, both
full-length documentary ing
the Brazilian and the
would allow a truer Romanian children turn to
picture of the children's sniffing paint and self-mutilatheir only reprieves.
lives to emerge...would tionTheas leader
of the featured
bring people into the group, Cristina, is a tomboy
center of the children's like the ones I had class with
high school. But unlike
world for more than a in
those girls, Cristina is a
few minutes on a news tomboy by necessity. Her
show, and also allow shaven head is a last ditch
the characters to be effort to escape further sexual
and looking and actportrayed as individuals, assaults,
ing like a boy gives her the psyrather than symbols of chological power to maintain
control and also gives her the
a social problem.
coveted power of protection.
Though many of the children
-Edet Belzberg, director say they enjoy the freedom of
of Children Underground the streets, life there isn't
Disneyworld. There are few
joys and no parents to hold their hand and tell them that everything
will be all right. Everything won't be all right, and they know it.
Every day they wake to that grim knowledge and greet it with a
bag of paint in hand. Even the meager efforts of some aid workers aren't enough to jolt the children out of their hell.
The most disturbing aspect is that the cameramen refused to
intervene in the children's lives. Instead, they documented everything with a cold and detached lens. In one case, they filmed as a
rival gang accused Ana of stealing some drugs. Cowering against
the subway wall, she sobbed that she had done nothing. Without
warning, the leader savagely kicked her in the face, breaking her
nose, and then dragged her over to the stairs and threatened to
throw her down.
I wanted to reach through the screen and save her, but I couldn't. Ironically, the director wanted to save her too, but she realized
that more good would come of depicting the realities of their brutal existence than would come of saving her.
Even though some of the children eventually escape the streets,
none of them can escape the deep emotional scars that the streets
have etched into their minds. Like the millions of other street kids
around the world, most are left to wander - their lives screaming
for help, but to no avail. They are unseen, unheard and desperate
for comfort in a cold world that would prefer to keep them out of
sight and out of mind — forever underground.

"Because he's Dick Lehman!"
exclaimed art professor Susan
Nace, when asked what makes
Lehman's pottery so unique.
Potter Dick Lehman came to
Taylor University Wednesday,
presenting an artist demonstration in the Mitchell Theatre followed by an artist talk in
Whitaker Auditorium.
A native of Goshen, Indiana,
Lehman began his work in the
basement of Goshen College.
After taking only four pottery
classes during his college
years, Lehman took a job in
administration before realizing
his true passion for the art of pottery. He left his job in the business world to in 1981 to pursue a
full time career as a potter.
Lehman focuses much of his
attention on new methods and
techniques in pottery. He brings
an innovative touch to pottery
through the unique use of
glazes and seashells, among
other things. Professor Nace
noted it is the attention that
Lehman puts on the surface of

Sleeping At Last

his pottery that makes it one of
a kind.
Since Lehman began creating
pottery just thirty years ago, he
thought it important to celebrate his career by looking
back at what he first loved
about the art. He re-read old pottery books and catalogues from
his college years, trying to rediscover what it was that first
inspired him to create pottery.
In celebration of his achievement, Lehman began a new
collection of pottery that displays what first drew him to the
art form. He used techniques
from his favorite potters and
also implemented some of his
own unique techniques.
In one of these new techniques, he used a common nonskid mat found at a hardware
store and rubbed his pots,
plates, and tiles with it to create
tiny holes, giving it a unique
texture. He also found that by
using 2-3 times the normal
amount of glaze, he could make
the glaze look as though it is
"crawling" down the pot.
Lehman says that by using
ancient potters' techniques as

Photos by Amy Wood

Goshen college graduate, Dick Lehman, will be the featured artist in this month’s art exhibition. Included in the collection is a wide range
of ceramics made in Lehman’s studio in Goshen, Indiana.

Photo by Amy Wood

IFC invites Anathallo
and Saxon Shore
to the Union
IFC hosted a three-set performance on Thursday, March 10 in the
Union. First to play was Taylor’s own The Ozinga Treaty in their
debut performance. Second was Anathallo (above), an energetic
bunch from the middle of Michigan’s glove. The seven-memberband graced audience members with an innovative hybrid of indie
rock, gospel and marching band to the tune of any and every
instrument they could lay their hands on. Finally, Saxon Shore
returned to Taylor’s stage with several new numbers to whet the
appetites of fans awaiting the late spring release of their new EP.

Upcoming Taylor Music Events
March 11 - Senior Voice Recital, Ginger Thimlar, Soprano
7:30 pm Recital Hall
March 12 - Faculty Piano Recital, Dr. Leon Harshenin
7:30 pm Recital Hall
featuring Duvall & Felix Culpa
Friday, March 18 - Rediger Auditorium
Doors: 7:30 PM Starts: 8PM
Tickets: $3.00 for Students or $6.00 for Public
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well as his own, he is "looking
back and looking forward" in
his art.
Lehman does not give himself
all the credit for his art work
but is still able to marvel at
the beauty brought forth
in his pottery
"I think of myself as the
receiver, not the maker," said
Lehman. "My father taught me
to 'never break my arm patting
my own back."
Junior art student Aaron
Leu also sees the creative
spirit in Lehman and his
work.
"I like how he lets his art
manipulate itself, instead
of him completely manipulating the art on his
own," said Leu.
Visitors can personally
view
and
enjoy
Lehman's craftsmanship
on display to the public
in the Metcalf Gallery
from March 4 through
April 15. It is a unique
exhibit of pots, plates,
tiles and an assortment
of other artworks and is
worth stopping by to see.

March 19 - PAS presents “Viva Flamenco”
Ronald Radford, Guitarist; Tamara Garbancita, Dance
8:00 pm Recital Hall
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Trojans fight back but fall to physical team
TAYLOR 66

NAIA ROUND ONE
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Poor second-half shooting plagues Lady Trojans

MA NAZERENE 71 TAYLOR 41

NAIA ROUND ONE

CARD. STRITCH 69

File Photo

File Photo

Junior guard Eric Ford led the Trojans with 23 points, including 21 in the second half, leading a late
rally. However, the Trojans fell short for the third straight year in Branson.

Senior guard Lydia Harris finished with a team-high 20 points in Thursday’s 69-41 loss to Cardinal
Stritch. Harris also fell one assist shy of tying Taylor’s all-time record held by Yen Tran.

BY JUSTIN POTTS
CONTRIBUTOR

BY NATHAN BROOKS
CONTRIBUTOR

BRANSON-- For the third
straight year, Taylor traveled to
the NAIA National Tournament
in Branson, Missouri and
received an early exit.
In a game reminiscent of
last
week's
Mid-Central
Conference
Championship
game against Huntington,
Taylor trailed Mid American
Nazarene the whole game, but
clawed back at the end.
However, this time there was
no miracle finish, as Taylor fell
71-66.
"Each year has its own story,"
Taylor coach Paul Patterson
said of the disappointment of a
third-straight opening round
loss. "Two years ago we were
playing without (starting forward) Matt Boling and last year
we got a bad draw with a tough
Daeman team. This year, it's
tough when you start two sophomores and a freshman in an
environment like this. You
don't know what it's like until
you've played in it."
Trailing by 14 with 12 minutes to play, junior guard Eric
Ford decided it was time to
take over after scoring only two
points in the first half.
In a six minute span, Ford
scored 17 of 18 Taylor points,

including 14 in-a-row to pull
Taylor within four at 49-45.
"We came out in the second
half looking to set ball screens
on their big guys to free me up
for some shots," Ford said. "We
knew they had a hard time
defending that and I knew I had
to step up after only scoring
two in the first half."
Mid American then went on a
run of its own to pull back
ahead by 12 with six minutes
left before Taylor clawed back
again.
This time freshman guard
Travis Johnson sparked the run
with three 3-pointers sandwiched around baskets by Ford
and Bell and two Ford free
throws. Johnson's third trey
tied the game at 66 with 1:24 to
play.
After a pair of free throws by
Mid American guard Adam
Hepker, senior center Mike
Parsons, playing on a torn
medial collateral ligament,
grabbed a Ford miss and put up
a shot from inside the paint. It
rimmed out and sophomore
guard Kevin Wright was called
for a loose ball foul.
"We got off two great shots
and then there was a questionable call on the loose ball situation, or else we might still be
playing," Patterson said.
Mid American forward Carl

Kilburz hit a free throw to put
the Pioneers ahead by three,
and Wright was fouled driving
to the basket. However, Wright
missed both shots and Mid
American sealed it with a pair
of free throws.
Ford finished with a gamehigh 23 points, 21 of which
came in the second half.
Bell scored 14 despite giving
up seven inches to 7'3" center
David Schaefer, who guarded
him much of the game.
"They were more athletic and
physical than we expected; it
kind of knocked us back on our
heels," Patterson said of Mid
American's size. "We wanted to
take the ball inside and get
them in foul trouble, but we
just didn't play aggressive
enough on the defensive end in
the first half and we got too far
behind."
Taylor fell behind early, trailing by as many as 18 in the first
half and went into the locker
room down 40-27.
The Trojans shot just 32 percent in the first half and 38 percent for the game, while Mid
American connected on 63 percent in the first and 54 percent
overall.
Taylor ends its season at 2310, while Mid American (2313) faces defending champion
Oregon Tech on Friday.

SIOUX CITY-- The Taylor
Lady Trojans took the floor
Thursday afternoon in the first
round
of the NAIA Division
II
National
Women's
Basketball Tournament at the
Gateway Arena. The team was
hoping for a win and a berth in
the Sweet Sixteen, but the
Cardinal Stritch Wolves proved
to be too much as the Trojans
fell 69-41.
Taylor (23-10) got off to a fast
start, leading 18-11 at the midpoint of the opening frame.
They led the rebounding battle
15-7 during that stretch. But the
Wolves (26-5) used tenacious
defense and hot three-point
shooting to take the lead. The
Lady Trojans were not rattled,
however, and battled back to
take a 28-24 lead with just over
three minutes remaining in the
opening period.
Those final three minutes of
the first half will be a painful
memory for the Trojans, as
Stritch went on a 13-0 run to
take a nine-point halftime lead,
37-28. The Wolves hit six
three-point shots in the first
half, including a running 40footer from Sara Young as the
halftime horn sounded, giving
her team momentum at

the break.
A halftime deficit is familiar
territory for the Lady Trojans,
who have three come-frombehind overtime wins under
their belts this year. But
Cardinal Stritch began the second stanza with a 12-0 run,
leaving the Trojans down by 21
before Lydia Harris hit the
team's first second half field
goal with 13:15 on the clock.
Taylor never gave up, however, and went on a run of their
own, slicing the score to 49-36,
and missing several good shots
that could have narrowed the
gap further.
In the end though, Cardinal
Stritch's defense was too great
of an obstacle for the Lady
Trojans to overcome. The
Wolves forced 21 Taylor
turnovers and held the Lady
Trojans to just 11 percent
shooting (3 for 28) in the second half. Lydia Harris had all
three of her team's second half
field goals and finished with a
team-high 20 points.
Unfortunately, Harris was
only able to earn one assist on
the day, ending her career with
542, one shy of Yen Tran's alltime Taylor career assist
record. The Trojans had only
eight assists as a team, limited
by their 28 percent shooting for
the game.

Still, it was a successful year
for the Lady Trojans, who participated in the National
Tournament for the first time in
six years. In Coach Krause's 16
years at Taylor, she has guided
her program to this platform
three times, reaching the Sweet
Sixteen once in 1997-98.
Taylor said farewell today to
seniors
Harris,
Melanie
Brumbaugh and Liz Plass.
Brumbaugh finished with six
points and seven rebounds,
while Plass had five points and
five boards. As time expired,
the team received a nice round
of applause from a large gathering of Taylor parents and students, who made the long trip
to Iowa to support the team.
The Lady Trojans look forward to begin their pursuit of a
fourth National Tournament
berth next season.

Taylor Career
Scoring Leaders
Rk. Player

Points

Women’s
lacrosse club
loses at OSU

Weather strikes, baseball out

BY KERRY PORTER
CONTRIBUTOR

The ping of aluminum bats
and the sharp snap of baseballs
hitting rawhide leather usually
means the collegiate baseball
season has taken flight. But
for the Taylor men's baseball
team, their season has been
grounded by the unpredictable
Indiana weather.
Cloudy, cold and wet weather has congested the Taylor
baseball field and postponed
games in this early season.
"I wouldn't say that we are
frustrated with the cancellation
of games because we have
absolutely no control over this
nasty Indiana weather," said
junior pitcher and infielder
Matt Wiseman. "I suppose we
are frustrated with the precipitation of snow and rain because
we get the field ready to play.
Then we get some sort of rain
or snow that causes the field to
become too wet."
Despite the frustration of having the field preparation ruined
and being confined indoors, the
Trojans engage in a strict practice regimen to stay sharp for
the season. They practice yearround, but have picked up the
intensity of the workouts over
the last few weeks.
Each position has its role in
preparing for the live games.
Pitchers throw in bullpen sessions to catchers, pitch to live
hitters and practice picking off
baserunners.
Catchers with their cannon
arms gun down potential base

Last Saturday the women's
lacrosse team opened their
spring season with a tournament at Ohio State University.
Also playing in the tournament
were teams from Division I
schools Ohio State and Miami
of Ohio.
Taylor's first game of the day
resulted in a 12-1 loss to Ohio
State. Laura VanRyn had the
sole goal for the Trojans and
was assisted by Katie Ames.
Goalkeeper Karly Millspaugh
had 21 saves in the game.
Despite what the score may
say, Taylor played a hardfought game.
"The scores don't really show
our success in the games," said
coach Kendrick Reiter. "We're
coming together and playing
like a team more every day."
The Trojans lost their second
game to Miami of Ohio 8-2.
First-time freshman goalie
Tracie Vriezema and the Taylor
defense held Miami to only
eight goals in the first half.
The lady Trojans came out
strong after halftime. A second
half shutout was carried out by
goalkeeper Karly Millspaugh
and a tough Taylor defense and.
Millspaugh had 21 saves in the
game. Taylor goals were scored
by Katie-Lee Barrow and
Kristen Hess.
The women's lacrosse will
host Ball State next Wednesday
5 pm on the intramural fields.

Sports

BY ANDERS HELQUIST
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

stealers. Infielders and outfielders scoop up and snag
groundballs and flyballs.
"Infielders take many groundballs and that has been a huge
difference between this year
and last year," Wiseman said.
"We are so much more prepared for game situations
because of the Kesler Center.
We have room in there to
do just about everything we

need to."
In addition to traditional
methods of preparation, more
unconventional yet practical
training occurs. Last Saturday,
players practiced from 7:30
a.m.- 9 a.m. and they simulated
a long bus ride leading to a
game. The goal of the practice
was to maintain focus after a
ride through the Indiana
flatlands.

In the end, the players sense
their practice will pay off with
results on the baseball
diamond.
"I hope that all the hard
work we do indoors will play
off big time when we get into
the live games," Wiseman
commented.
Last year, Taylor's place in
the standings fell below expectations with a record of 18-26.

Years

1. Liz Plass
2,167 2001-04*
2. Rachel Haley
2,142 1989-92
3. Natalie Steele
1,833 1995-98
4. Heidi White
1,772 1988-91
5. Yen Tran
1,756 1995-98
6. Melanie Brumbaugh 1,708 2000-04
7. Rhonda Andrew 1,516 1989-92
8. Jennifer Bottom 1,507 1992-95
9. Cristi Weaver
1,216 1993-96
10. Gretchen Newhouse 1,123 1993-94

However, the increased practice and opportunities provided
by the Kesler Center should
translate into better game-day
preparation and more wins.
When the weather finally forfeits, the Trojans will be ready
to take the field, win games and
make a name for themselves in
the conference due in part to
disciplined workouts, preparation and coaching.

Who’s on Deck

Who: Taylor Trojans vs.
Marian College
When: March 15
Start: 1 p.m.
Where: Taylor Baseball
Field
Don’t miss this doubleheader as the Trojans begin
home field play.

Photo by Matt Wissman

Freshman third baseman Michael Walker fields a groundball in the Kesler Center. The Trojans have
been forced to practice indoors due to the inclement and unpredictable weather.

